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why epaton?

our approach

why talk to epaton?

The Storage landscape has been changing for the last few years and we are now at a tipping point for the rapid 
adoption of Next Gen Solutions. There are a plethora of new storage vendors appearing every quarter and end 
users are looking for guidance with their ongoing storage strategy.

Epaton is a Specialist in Next-Generation Storage Technologies. We offer truly independent advice on the best 
solutions available today, enabling organisations to serve its information storage needs both now and in the 
future. Our mantra is simple, we help organisations “Reduce Cost, Reduce Complexity and Increase Performance” 
wherever possible. We are able to do this because we evaluate every new technology that comes to market in 
order that we can truly be vendor independent experts in Next Generation Storage.

Although Epaton works with a number of strategic storage vendors, we will always look to recommend solutions 
which meet the demands of the customer rather than “fit” a solution from any given vendor. The solution comes 
first, followed by a considered evaluation of the appropriate storage provider that will best meet our clients 
needs.

When discussing customer requirements, we look to build solutions that are efficient by design, self-optimising and 
agile. This ensures swift deployment, maximum compression and performance, as well as simplier management.

1)     We will show you the benefit of moving from Tape Backup to Disk based Appliances, Virtual Appliances as   
         well as utlising Private and Public Cloud services. 

2)     We will show you the benefit of moving from traditional Disk to Flash, Hybrid Flash or Software Defined    
         Storage solutions.

benefits include: 

reduced costs

reduced complexity

increased performance

£
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our services
Initial Engagement and Pre-Sales
With any engagement for new solutions, the first step in the process is understanding. Epaton engage with their 
customers to be fully aware of current and future storage requirements together with current and future business 
needs. The reason for this is that Next Generation Storage Solutions can actually enable organisations save both 
money and time.

Implementation & Installation Services
Dedicated Technical Account Manager (TAM) for each installation

Fixed-price contracts to meet your needs

Project Management

Single contact for all work

Data Profiling Review
Simply understanding your business data, its growth patterns and its day-to-day use is essential before developing 
or upgrading any storage infrastructure. Epaton’s Data Profiling Review provides a simple but effective way of 
developing this strategy.

Each review is conducted by a dedicated and experienced TAM and is combined with the use of the latest SRM 
tools where appropriate.

The data profiling review examines: 
Overall health of storage sub-systems

Summary of compliance

Risks to data integrity

Recommended solutions

Prioritised report

Critical faults

Major issues

Minor issues

Operational recommendations

TCO improvements

Storage Area Network (SAN) Infrastructure Review
The Epaton SAN review can independently verify the configuration of your storage network and provide the 
latest recommendations for unparalleled performance, reliability and interoperability. Each review is conducted 
by an experienced TAM and is combined with the use of the latest SRM tools where appropriate.

Current 
Data Profiling
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The SAN review examines:

Overall health of SAN sub-systems

Detailed review of: 
Storage and bandwidth bottlenecks

Storage and bandwidth spare capacity

Overall estate utilisation 

Risks of data integrity

Summary of compliance

Firmware and microcode checks

Driver status

Manufacturer specification issues and variances 

Recommended solutions

Prioritised report 
Critical faults

Major issues

Minor issues

Operational recommendations

TCO improvements

Environmental concerns

SAN Review

Our design services encapsulate:
Best-of-breed products

Capacity planning

Consideration of existing storage systems

DR considerations

Examination of existing infrastructure

Future-proofing

Risk analysis

Performance planning

Proof of concept

Return on investment

Scalability

design services
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project definition workshops
The aim of Epaton’s Project Definition Workshop (PDW) is to ensure that project stakeholders understand and 
agree key information about any given project before it starts. 

The length of time to define a project depends on the complexity of the potential implementation. For smaller 
projects where the requirements are relatively straightforward, this could take as little as half a day. In the case 
of larger, more complex projects (where there is a complete reconstruction of the infrastructure, software and 
processes), more time will need to be allowed. This is a fully documented process with a detailed report and 
outline schedule being produced for review and agreement by all stakeholders.     

Who attends a Project Definition Workshop? 
The project sponsor, steering committee members, the project manager (Epaton’s Project Managers are all 
PRINCE2 accredited) and other key role players are usually asked to attend. 

Project Definition Workshop Typical Agenda
Below is a sample of some of the key areas which would be agreed at a Project Definition Workshop: 

Project goals & objectives 

Project scope and contents 

Outline schedules 

Staging and management control points 

Risks 

Roles & responsibilities 

Who will supply what resources 

Status reporting and change control mechanisms 

Business cases 

Project Definition Workshop (PDW) - Facilitator
Epaton would normally assign a facilitator to run the Project Definition Workshop process. 

Typical responsibilities include: 

Briefing participants before a PDW takes place 

Ensure enough preparatory work and information has been gathered from the client and internally 
within Epaton to ensure the holding of a PDW is worthwhile 

Facilitate the Project Manager in  producing a meaningful agenda  

Chair the PDW itself 

Ensure all agenda items are covered and addressed

Responsible for minute taking and distribution
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managed services
Co-Managed and Fully Managed Services
Epaton can manage your storage and backup infrastructure, providing both fully managed and co-managed 
services, allowing you to eliminate in-house administration and reallocate IT resources to projects better aligned 
to your business inititives. 
 
The Epaton Managed Service takes full management of the infrastructure inluding VM creation, upgrades and 
storage optimisation. Epaton respond to any and all alerts from our monitoring system and handle any support 
requests or change requests. Our aim is to integrate as an extension of your team! 

Epaton are there to help, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We will work tirelessly to develop a close working 
relationship with you, and this highly communicative relationship will assist in helping you develop a deeper 
understanding of the functionality of your storage and backup infrastructure. We will forge a strong team spirit 
between our support engineers and your IT team. By working together in partnership, we believe we will provide 
faster, more complete resolutions to issues. 

Epaton’s Managed Services are available in one of two tiers, Standard and Elite, our standard service is aimed 
at non-business critical environments. Where our Elite service gives you increased SLA’s and additional onsite 
support during critical issues, hardware failures and upgrades.

 Quarterly Management Reports
As part of the managed service Epaton will provide quarterly management reports. In these reports we will 
summarise the previous quarter’s work, give trend information, suggestions for new reports that may be useful 
and give recommendations for any works to be performed on the network. Additionally this service will provide 
for customer customer requests for new reports based on business requirements or specific security concerns 
and within an agreed time that benefits the customer. 

Epaton Manged Serivces Highlights: 
24x7 or 8x6 options to suit your requirements

Tailored to your needs

Standard or Elite

UK based SOC

Backup monitoring

Storage utilisation monitoring

System monitoring 

Weekly health checks

Creation and modification

Quarterly  management reports
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our customers
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our partners
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